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The Earth Day Film Festival
2020 Official Selections
From deeply revealing to timely and inspiring, these magnificent films from around the world
celebrate the Earth through cinema.
The Earth Day Film Festival is nourishing the movement toward a more-harmonious relationship to
our environment from the ground up; to change the content we celebrate and how it’s celebrated.
Meaning, they not only offer Earth-honoring films but doing so in an Earth-honoring way. As an
organization, they are constantly assessing whether their practices align with their messages; the
mission is integrity. In this way, The Earth Day Film Festival hopes to ‘be the change we wish to see in
the world’, by shifting patterns of creation and consumption.
The 2020 Official Selection draws from a record number of submissions: 218 films from 41
countries. The dedicated team of curators with backgrounds in science, activism, filmmaking, and
community development found a prominent theme unique to 2020: community response to a
changing global climate. With the solutions known, it is small communities that are paving the way
towards a regenerative future.
From festival director Allen Myers: “We are excited to use the power of cinema to inspire action
within communities around the world.”
Awards: Along with the traditional accolades such as Best Cinematography, Best Sound, Best
Narrative Short, Best VR, Best Animation; selected films may qualify for one of the unique
awards presented by The Earth Day Film Festival.
The Earth's Choice Award:

The Activist Award:

The New Paradigm Award:

This film is made with the
Earth in mind- from
conception to final film.
Consideration is given to
energy usage, waste, and
environmental impact. The
final message is typically
feminine in tone, not a direct
way of speaking but one that
is nurturing and loving just as
our Mother Earth.

Honors filmmakers who are
using their art to affect
change in the world. The
winning film illuminates
unjust or repressive systems
and calls for action. The
filmmaker’s tactics, including
their partnerships, methods
and post-production journey
are taken into consideration
for this award.

The recipient of this award
answers the question: 'What's
next?'. After activism draws
attention to areas in need of
change, a new paradigm is
needed to exemplify a more
harmonious and healthier
relationship with Earth. The
selected film has a tone of
nurturance and hope.

2020 Official Selections
DOCUMENTARY FEATURE
An Ocean Story
Directed by Sander Van Weert (NL), 69 min.
Increasing pollution, overfishing and climate change are only a fraction of the
threats facing our oceans worldwide. Join conversations with key players in the
field of politics, environmental research and commerce to fully understand the
urgency of the situation, and what all of us-across sectors-can do to save our
fragile ecosystem. Visits local change-makers who are actively fighting to ensure
the livelihood of millions of people around the world who depend on the ocean for
their survival. Beautiful and inspiring images of our ocean beacon all of us to fight
for these sacred waters. Trailer
Artifishal
Directed by Josh "Bones" Murphy (USA), 77 min.
A film about people, rivers, and the fight for the future of wild fish and the
environment that supports them. In this masterfully shot film we witness wild
salmon’s slide toward extinction, threats posed by fish hatcheries and fish farms,
and our continued loss of faith in nature. This is a film that fights for wildness, and
asks if we should accept the extinction of salmon on our watch. Trailer

The Beaver Believers
Directed by Sarah Koenigsberg (USA), 64 min.
The Beaver Believers shares the urgent yet whimsical story of an unlikely cadre of
activists - a biologist, a hydrologist, a botanist, an ecologist, a psychologist, and a
hairdresser - who share a common goal: restoring the North American Beaver, that
most industrious, ingenious, furry little buck toothed engineer, to the watersheds
of the American West. The Beaver Believers encourage us to embrace a new
paradigm for managing our western lands, one that seeks to partner with the
natural world rather than overpower it. Trailer
Beloved
Directed by Yaser Talebi (IR), 54 min.
Eighty-two-year-old Firouzeh is not afraid of hard work. From dawn to dusk, the
fiercely independent herder takes care of her beloved cows in the mountains of
Northern Iran, without any access to electricity, gas or phone. Married at a young
age to an older man, she's long been a widow, and none of her 11 children ever
come to visit. But she enjoys her solitary life in harmony with nature, and won't
hear the well-meaning advice from nearby villagers that maybe it’s time to retire.
No matter the difficulties, this indomitable woman will always choose her
hard-won freedom over comfort among people. Trailer

Better Together
Directed by Isaac Hernandez (USA), 50 min
Community Makes the Difference. The response to a horrendous oil blowout fifty
years ago in Santa Barbara sparked the modern environmental movement,
creating a culture that continues to inspire local solutions to global problems.The
1969 Union Oil blowout mobilized the Santa Barbara community to fight for the
environment, inspiring the creation of NGO’s, the EPA, the first interdisciplinary
Environmental Studies program at UCSB, as well as the celebration of Earth Day.
The legacy of the oil spill continues to inform this community, which keeps coming
together, providing local solutions to global environmental problems. Trailer
Deforestation Made In Italy
Directed by Francesco De Augustinis (IT), 67 min.
A journalistic film following the path of commodities from European market back
on the cargo ships across the ocean to the forests that have been destroyed to
produce exports. Can we really call a product “specialty” if it is entirely based on
tropical deforestation? Filmed in the heart of the Amazon forest of Pará, Brazil,
this compelling documentary reveals a surprising and disturbing link between
many Italian luxury goods and the deforestation of the Amazon. Trailer
Microplastic Madness
Directed by Atsuko Quirk, Debby Lee Cohen (USA), 75 min.
“Microplastic Madness - Brooklyn kids take on plastic pollution” is an inspirational
and optimistic take on the local and global plastic pollution crisis as told through a
refreshing urban youth point of view with a powerful take action message. With
stop-motion animation, heartfelt kid commentary, and interviews of experts and
renowned scientists who are engaged in the most cutting edge research on the
harmful effects of microplastics, this alarming, yet charming narrative, conveys an
urgent message. Viewers will be inspired by the students’ activism to rid their
cafeterias of plastic. Trailer
Not If But When: Wildfire Solutions
Directed by Radu Sava, Rebekah Hood-Sava (USA), 37 min.
Wildfires are becoming a global issue, and California is one of the places that is hit
the hardest because of its dry climate. However, in the face of the imminent
danger, communities and organizations previously at odds are coming together to
find innovative solutions. Through unprecedented partnerships, they are
implementing cutting edge data-based solutions along with Native American
ecological knowledge. This film is a call to action: be informed, be involved, be part
of the solution. Trailer
Once You Know
Directed by Emmanuel Cappellin, Anne-Marie Sangla (USA), 104 min.
Facing a world at the edge of climate-induced collapse, a whole generation turns
to climate scientists, local democracy, grassroots initiatives, and mass rebellion in
a desperate search for an exit.Once You Know  is the intimate journey of director
Emmanuel Cappellin but it’s message is global. Trailer

Our Gorongosa
Directed by James Byrne (MZ), 60 min.
Gorongosa National Park in Mozambique has become one of Africa’s most
celebrated wildlife restoration stories. After a decade of renewed protection,
Gorongosa’s large mammal population has increased 10-fold to over 100,000
animals. The film reveals how the Park is resolving conflicts between the animals
and the people living in surrounding communities. Dominique Gonçalves, a young
African elephant ecologist, shares the inspiring story of how Gorongosa is
becoming a new model for wildlife conservation and community development. By
bringing large-scale, long-term health care, agriculture support, and girls’
education to surrounding communities, Gorongosa is redefining the identity and
purpose of this national park. Trailer
The Village and the Wildfire
Directed by Katrin Reichwald (DEU), 88 min.
The small Portuguese village of Ferraria de São João lies amidst an enormous
expanse of eucalyptus forest: a lucrative yet highly flammable species. In 2017, the
region was hit by one of the most devastating forest fires in Portugal, killing 66
people. The residents stay and fight to save their homes: a small community,
sticking together in the face of their biggest crisis. Together they initiate a
groundbreaking project that aims to protect them from the consequences of
climate change and globalization. This is a film that encourages us to act. Trailer
Prison Without Bars
Directed by Nicole Giguère, Isabelle Hayeur (CAN), 77 min.
Our environment is saturated with chemicals and electromagnetic fields. The
adverse effects of these massive exposures affect a growing number of
individuals. This film offers a glimpse into the little-known world of environmental
illness.

Queen Without Land
Directed by Asgeir Helgestad (NO), 70 min.
It is a four-year journey of a beautiful polar bear mother and a Norwegian wildlife
filmmaker. Rising temperatures bring immense changes to the polar bear's
habitat. Fjords that were once full of ice and seals are desolate, pushing polar
bears further away. Filmmaker Asgeir is determined to find the polar bear and
document all that is being lost, but his task is far from easy. This film explores the
question: “this planet is home to all of us, can we afford to ignore it?” Trailer

NARRATIVE FEATURE
Children of Spring
Directed by Dusan Solomun (DEU), 43 min
A high-rise roof somewhere in Berlin. From the rooftop you can see the whole
city. It is summer. On the roof is a group of refugees from Syria. The depth below
reminds them of the depth of the sea. Above them is only sky. On this roof, they
feel like they are back on their journey across the Mediterranean - lost on a small
rubber boat. They begin to reenact the most dramatic situation they have
survived during their flight: crossing the Mediterranean between Turkey and
Greece. By exploring the close link between climate change and migration, the
film reminds us that we live on a finite planet and we must learn to live on it
together. Trailer

DOCUMENTARY SHORT
America's Shopping Addiction
Directed by Jackie Lay (USA), 7 min.
This engaging film conveys an important message about Americans’ love of
shopping and how much of what we buy ends up in landfills.The film also explores
how the 24/7 access and ease of on-line shopping is exacerbating the problem.
As American homes have gotten larger, the number of storage facilities has
doubled. This partially animated video describes why shopping is so addictive and
emphasizes the urgency in finding an encompassing solution to the problem of
wasteful consumerism.
Aina Pulapula
Directed by Virtuous Kaʻahanui, Miracle Kaʻahanui, Kahula Kahokuloa, Kamele Kahokuloa, Mykal Kahinu (USA), 3 min.
This short documentary shares the story of Molokaʻi homesteader Bobby Alcain,
his views on growing food, and his hopes for Molokai's future. This film was
created by ʻOhana Learning Alliance (OLA Molokaʻi) students who frequently visit
Uncle Bobby's farm for their papa mahiʻai (farming class).The film explores
important topics: food sovereignty, food as medicine, and the link between
gardening and spirituality.
Constant Thought
Directed by Palmer Morse, Matt Mikkelsen (USA) 14 min.
When the traditional methods of coping with trauma don’t work, what options do
you have left? Brandon Kuehn, an Iraq War veteran, believes the best way to face
a range of trauma is to reach for literal, physical summits and he isn’t alone.
Outdoor therapy is a growing field that is helping people like Brandon who
struggle with post-traumatic stress disorder. Constant Thought is an intimate
portrayal of Brandon and his attempt to walk the 2,650 miles of the Pacific Crest
Trail. It also underscores how stress, of any kind, can be soothed by both using
and preserving the lands Brandon fought to protect. Trailer

Contaminated and Forgotten
Directed by Fanny Texier, Martin Loper (USA) 14 min.
This is a film about environmental justice. Between 1929 and 1971, Monsanto
dumped millions of pounds of PCB’s in Anniston, Alabama, which led to its being
labeled the most toxic town in the country. The film features conversations with
activists and survivors who are still living with this legacy. It reveals the human
face of those who have lost loved ones because of this contamination, and the
resilience of those who fought to confront the corporate greed that devastated a
community.
Detroit Hives
Directed by Palmer Morse, Rachel Weinberg (USA), 5 min.
Detroit Hives follows Tim Paule and Nicole Lindsey, a young couple from East
Detroit, who are working hard to bring diversity to the field of beekeeping and
create opportunities for young Detroit natives to overcome adversity. It is
estimated that Detroit has well over 90,000 empty housing lots. In an effort to
address this issue, Tim and Nicole have been purchasing vacant lots and
converting them into bee farms. Detroit Hives explores the importance of
bringing diversity to beekeeping and rebuilding inner-city communities one hive
at a time. Trailer
Fools & Dreamers: Regenerating a Native Forest
Directed byJordan Osmond, Antoinette Wilson (NZ), 30 min.
"Fools & Dreamers" is a 30-minute documentary telling the story of Hinewai
Nature Reserve and its manager of 30 years, botanist Dr. Hugh Wilson. We learn
about the commitment to regenerate marginal, hilly farmland into native forest,
using a minimal interference method that allows nature to do the work, giving
life to over 1500 hectares of native forest, waterways, and the creatures that live
within them. Trailer
FRAM
Directed by Thomas Freundlich, Valtteri Raekallio (FI), 28 min.
Fram is a documentary and travel film about two friends journeying to the end of
the earth, in order to make a dance film in the polar wilderness of Svalbard. En
route, they explore the history of our relationship to the Arctic, along with the
grand questions of life, art and our place in the world. Come along on a unique
and engaging journey to a place where few have been – and even fewer have
danced. Trailer
The Derby: A Tradition of Hope
Directed by Tanner Stauss (USA), 13 min.
The devastating wildfire that destroyed Paradise, CA and surrounding areas in
2018, scattered the community and closed the town for months. Six months after
the fire The town of Paradise gathered to celebrate their beloved tradition of the
annual Donkey Derby. This film follows Bentley and his drover, Dave Greslie, and
Poppy and Henry along their run. Made by Paradise native, this film is deeply
personal and uplifting for disaster-struck communities.

Home or High Water
Directed by Dave Weich (USA), 11 min.
As sea levels continue to rise, coastal communities are trapped between the
reality of climate change and the antiquated political policies that threaten their
future. Battered by stronger, more frequent storms, residents are faced with an
impossible decision: rebuild their home in place to collect flood insurance
payments or abandon their property—along with any equity they've
accrued—and find a way to start again somewhere else. This timely film brings
the conversation about climate crisis out of the future and into the present. How
are communities at risk adapting and what can they teach us about the
challenges to come? Trailer
Instruments in the Architecture: Building The Pianodrome
Directed by Austen McCowan, Will Hewitt (UK), 13 min.
Pianos are being thrown away at a tremendous rate – hauled away, set on fire and
their valuable heavy metal sold for scrap. Tim, Leon and their team of inspired
artists, musicians and volunteers have reclaimed these unloved instruments to
build the world’s first 100-seat amphitheatre made entirely from up-cycled
pianos. Balancing the artistic integrity of Tim’s vision with Leon’s practicality and
realism tests the strength of their relationship as they race to complete the
Pianodrome for its debut at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. Trailer
S.T.O.P (Stop The Ocean Plastic)
Directed by Daria Kashcheeva (CZE), 2 min
This film creatively shows what life would be like in our oceans if pollution
continues unabated. What role can you play in helping to solve the problem?
Discover some simple and practical ways you can be part of the global solution to
this crisis.

Salish Sea After Dark: Community Science in the Intertidal Zone
Directed by Carly Vester (USA), 8 min.
Every winter, hardy volunteers flock to beaches in the Salish Sea late at night. The
all-ages group leans into the bitter cold low-tide with their headlamps and
waterproof layers. Their work is shining light on how intertidal communities are
changing in the face of climate change and other human impacts. “Salish Sea
After Dark” chronicles one winter of community scientists’ night time work and
the unique lessons that can be learned from the south Puget Sound's intertidal
zone.
Stekenjokk and the Guardian of the Eggs 
Directed by Per Bifrost, Alexander Rynéus (SWD), 29 min.
Every year in Stekenjokk, Sweden eggs thieves ravage the area where rare bird
eggs are laid during the breeding season.Thousands of eggs have been stolen and
sold by collectors over the years. Several species are now threatened with
extinction. But police oﬃcer Mimmi and nature guard Håkan patrol the valley of
Stekenjokk. The place is incredibly important for the birds, but also for Håkan
who lives for the beauty of nature and the wildlife. A film about the valley but
also about the conversations that take place along the way. Trailer

The Best Of Both Worlds: Cohousing's Promise
Directed by John de Graaf (USA), 27 min.
This film explores the concept of cohousing, as expressed through first-hand
observations of residents of four cohousing communities, including the first one
in the United States, and observations by architect Charles Durrett, who brought
the concept to the US from Denmark. Trailer

The Ridge of Dreams
Directed by Ben Sturgulewski, Zack Giffin (USA), 24 min.
This film is filled with stunning cinematography as it tells the story about a
mythical ridge in Alaska that has never been skied. Two friends have very
different views on life and how to approach this challenge, but share a
determination to ski this “ridge of dreams.”

The Response: How Puerto Ricans Are Restoring Power to the People

Directed by Juan C. Dávila (USA), 31 min.
"The Response" explores how mutual aid centers (Centros de Apoyo Mutuo CAMS) sprung up across the island in the wake of Hurricane Maria with the
ultimate goal to restore power — both electric and civic — to the people.The film
centers on both the voices of those involved in these bold grassroots relief
efforts and the movement for popular power that is continuing to emerge. Acting
as an excellent example of what community-led disaster response and recovery
can look like, the CAMs focus on the needs and abilities of the people and provide
an avenue for the general public to participate in mutual aid, not charity. Trailer
To the Land
Directed by Biz G Young (USA), 2 min.
“Our Harvest” works to cultivate community through locally grown food.
"Farming sustainability is, in a way, a stewardship — being mindful of the
methods in which you cultivate so that you're putting back into the land as well."

Urban Seeds
Directed by Adam Steel (USA), 17 min.
Initiated by Mexican immigrant students, the film highlights the story of a
school-based garden movement’s extraordinary passion and fight for food justice
in urban Los Angeles and how this grassroots program transformed their
neighborhoods and schools into healthier communities; the program is believed
to be the first of its kind in the United States. Trailer

Washing Ashore
Directed by Kiana Liu, Taylor Redman (USA), 9 min.
Featuring interviews with local experts, this short film documents a study of
marine plastics being conducted in remote areas of Maui's northeast coast, and
what it may tell us about the sources of plastic pollution, and potential solutions.

Waters of the U.S.
Directed by Remi Escudié (USA), 21 min.
The current administration is rolling back crucial protections for streams and
wetlands across the country in a direct assault on the Clean Water Act. This
incredibly beautiful film tells the story of the rivers, streams, and wetlands of
Alabama to illustrate the dangers of the proposed regulation. By doing so, it
shows the economic benefits, ecological health, and the culture that hang in the
balance. Trailer
Where Life Begins
Directed by Katie Schuler (USA), 10 min.
This film is a powerful reminder of how closely environmental issues are linked to
human needs. Filmed along the Arctic Coast- the northernmost point on
American soil-the film explores the intimate relationship between the people
there and the caribou, the inseparable bond between mother and child, the
sacred and fragile moments after birth and the importance of protecting the
place "Where Life Begins". Trailer

NARRATIVE SHORT
A Message from the Future of Paradise
Directed by Allen Myers (USA), 7 min
On November 8th, 2018 a massive wildfire destroyed the town of Paradise,
California in a single day. The fire jumped from canyon to canyon incinerating
19,000 structures, displacing nearly 50,000 people and ultimately taking 86 lives.
A Message from the Future of Paradise uses an artist’s rendering to depict what’s
possible for the town of Paradise, and what’s possible for the larger
“Paradise”-our planet. This film takes place 50 years in the future and looks back
on the road to recovery and the creation of a true Paradise.
Green Gone
Directed by Keanu Frith, Tess Moretti-Hill, Gabriel Jeffers, Māhea Dunn (USA), 3 min
This infomercial parody pokes fun at the overuse of pesticides and herbicides and
the psychology used to market them. This short film was directed and produced
by students with the Maui Huliau Foundation's youth filmmaking program.

Marisol
Directed by Zoe Salicrup (USA), 15 min
This moving film tells the story of Marisol, a young mother striving to make a life
for herself and her young daughter. Marisol poses as her friend and borrows her
car to take fares on a ride-sharing app. But when a passenger accuses Marisol of
being undocumented, her world unravels. A necessary and pointed glimpse into
the uncertainties of being undocumented. Trailer
Only One World Left
Directed by Alican Abacı (TRK), 3 min.
A short film to raise awareness of single-use plastic in the oceans.

Remember
Directed by Chloe Chin, Tessa Chin Ka'imi Kaleleiki (USA), 7 min
In this short theatrical film, three generations of women reflect on the beauty of
their island home and the changes they see taking place in their natural
environment. This short film was directed and produced by students with the
Maui Huliau Foundation's youth filmmaking program.

The Poet and the Plant
Directed by Tom Basis, Robert Summerlin (USA), 10 min
A poet loves his new houseplant so much he kills it. A meditation on true love,
loneliness, and listening. And an allegory for modern man’s relationship with
nature, and how it can be healed. Trailer

The Wind Phone
Directed by Kristen Gerweck (USA), 16 min
Inspired by true events of a remote and eerie phone booth on a Japanese
cliffside. One caller seeks forgiveness for a fatal transgression and another
grapples with a twisted betrayal. People are drawn to this isolated phone to
express and connect. In this, they are connected to each other. Trailer 

ANIMATED SHORT
How a Song Saved a Species
Directed by Rémi Cans (FRN), 2 min.
In the 60’s, commercial whale hunting caused the whale population to fall by an
estimated 90% from what it had been in the 19th century. The environmentalist
Roger Payne and his team made the first recording ever of a humpback whale
singing, which they turned into an immensely popular album, Songs of the
Humpback Whale. T
 hese songs revealed the intelligence of whales and birthed a
global movement ultimately leading to a moratorium on industrial whaling.

FREE FORM
Inmanencia
Directed by Natasha Deganello Giraudie (USA), 5 min
Filmed in Cuba by rainforest child and luminary auteur Pedro Ruiz, Inmanencia is a
poetic, and ecologically and spiritually charged artwork that slowly unfolds in a
series of stunningly filmed cinematic moments that fill the screen with pastoral
calm. The film challenges those of us who love nature to feel the trauma of an
Amazon on fire and the funeral of an iceberg.

The Art of Night
Directed by Muhammad Asif Islam (USA), 4 min.
The Art of Night, a short film showcasing the beauty of the night sky: from moon,
stars, milky way, galaxies to the aurora borealis.Night sky reminds us that we are
a small part of a huge Cosmos and provides us an opportunity to reconnect with
that.

Changing Landscapes
Directed by Brian Canning, Sam Johnson (USA), 19 min.
Compelling visual images and sound brings viewers to a small family farm. This
film explores places and concepts rarely connected. The link between a farm and
a large-scale, improvisational visual art and music performance is at the heart of
this film. Trailer

Time and the Seashell
Directed by Itandehui Jansen (MEX), 10 min.
Past, present and future engage with each other in a conversation through a
seashell found in childhood. A man recalls finding a seashell as a small boy, and
remembers the boy he once was, as he imagined his future self.

EMBRACES & the touch of skin
Directed by Sara Koppel (DNK), 3 min.
Poetry in an animated film. “EMBRACES & the touch of skin”
emphasizes the importance of touch and our deep need for embraces and
contact with other beings.

A Way of Seeing
By Riley Quarles (USA), 15 min.
A Way of Seeing is a seamless compilation of slow-motion videos of nature in
which the moving imagery has been manipulated in a painterly fashion in an
attempt to reflect the way that energy flows in, around, and through all things.

Butterfly Disaster
By Caryn Cline (USA), 7 min.
This film was inspired by an article that stated, “What looks like agricultural
success, purging bean and corn fields of milkweed (among other weeds), turns
out to be a butterfly disaster.” Incorporating footage from four different
sources, this film reveals how the use of herbicides is threatening the monarch
butterfly.

Human Savagery
Directed by Jeremy Bible (USA), 55 min.
"Human Savagery" pairs powerful and moving, symphonic compositions with vivid
ultra-HD aerial cinematography. The film contrasts the alien beauty of untouched
mountains and desert landscapes with the chemical violence of EPA Superfund
sites ravaged by industry. By visiting sites across the United States, the director
captures footage that reveals a gripping snapshot of humanity’s often unseen
footprint on this planet.
Six Mile Stretch
Directed by Carol Chambers (USA), 5 min.
This is a hand-painted film from the Sierra Nevada mountains of California. It is an
artist’s response to the last wild six-mile stretch of the Bear River that is under
threat of inundation from a new dam planned for the river (Centennial Dam).
There is a movement in the local community to stop the dam from being built to
protect this last bit of wilderness along its banks. This film is dedicated to all who
strive to protect the remaining wild places of our world. Trailer
Supermarket
Directed by Gianluca Abbate (ITL), 8 m
 in.
A voice says "I would like to make you feel nice and comfortable, and to empty
your mind of every single thought..." Thus begins the story, with an invitation to
make you fall asleep, in a calm, deep, and peaceful rest, while a chaotic landscape,
crowded with people, sets up on the screen. The crowd doesn't seem to have
anywhere to go, but they are actually sleeping and they need to dream.

Synchronicity
Directed by Michelle Brand (UK), 4 min.
People come, people go - yet everyone is moving in the same direction. We all are
sharing something that we are unaware of, creating one big picture we are
unable to see. The film explores the idea that everyone is connected in a way we
may not realize. By sharing time, space and movement, we overlap and create a
bigger picture.

Time
Directed by Petra de Nijs (INLD), 3 min.
This film is a meditation. Letters made from ice form the word, T I M E.
They slowly melt and fade away. The film may serve as a metaphor for melting
polar ice. It is perhaps also a reminder of how precious time itself is.

You Are Not Alone
Directed by Nina Rath (IAUT), 3 min.
YOU ARE NOT ALONE is a poem of encouragement to all people who are working
for a better world and a reminder that they are part of the bigger picture. This
short film is made to boost the self-esteem of communities and individuals to
enable them to take action on a global scale with joy, inspiration and love.

VIRTUAL REALITY
360° VR Space Safari
Directed by Niels Rahr, Peter Fisher (DEN), 5 min
US and European astronauts team up with the Danish green energy company,
Ørsted, to create the Space Safari project that sends earthlings on a virtual reality
space mission. The experience aims to accelerate climate action by changing
perceptions of ourselves and our planet. Trailer

Goodbye Paradise
Directed by Scott E. Schimmel (USA), 4 min
Journey to the Maskelyne Islands in Vanuatu, a tropical paradise in the Pacific
Ocean. Through this immersive experience, learn first hand the devastating
effects that climate change is having on this community, and reflect on our deep
responsibility to our planet and our fellow human beings.

The Red Wolf Project
Directed by Lizzie Warren (USA), 14 min
The Red Wolf Project is a 360 video that takes you inside a pack of critically
endangered red wolves. Be immersed in their habitat and get a sense of their
personalities and dynamics as the family interacts with one another, and the
camera, during feeding time. Housed under a Species Survival Plan (SSP) at the
Wolf Conservation Center in New York, red wolves are disturbingly rare and
subject to increasing environmental and political pressures: Their survival is far
from assured.

Russia's Wildness
Directed by Anton Zhdanov (RUS), 10 min
Russia’s Wilderness is part of a series of VR projects about the Russian Reserves.
Inside the city walls, we usually don’t think about the way everything works in
nature. There are pristine islets with unique living creatures all over Russia. This
360 film carries the viewers away to the most wonderful places in that country.
An innovative style of shooting creates an immersive experience.

